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and promol4lons. Many complained.that tenure and promotions at their

7--,institutions were not administered fairly. Differences in the job-
satisfaction .of men andwomen f4cultymembers were minor. However,
faculty members with tenure were more satisfied with their jobs than
were nontenured faculty. Senior faculty members received
significantly more rewards' and were'moreglikely to believe that the
rewards were distributed tairly..These senior professors also seemed
to be more productive than their junior colleagues.. (A copy ,of the.
questionnaire is'appended;) (FL)
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'Professor' Satisfaction. With Jobs

Related To Academic Ranks

Researchers in the fields of buSiness-and psychology often study the factors
.

.

likely to increase workers' satisfaction with their jobs. Researchers also havev
. ,

tcompared the satisfaction of workers in different occupations: nurses, secretaries,

engineers, policemen, and salesmen, for example.

Other researchers have studied journalists' satisfaction with their jobs and

the reasons journalists give for quitting their jobs. However, few of the researchers

. .

have examined their own jobs. This study will attempt, to fill that gap by examining

the factors that satisfy faculty members in the fields of journalism and Mass

communications.
r

The issue is obviously an important one. Faculty members'Who are satisfied
2

witittheir jobs may he more pioductive than dissatisfied colleagues and more likely
11,14

to retain their present jobs. Faculty members satisfied with their jobs also may

be more likely to.deveIop harmonious relationships with their students, colleagues,

'and administrators.

Previous research provides numerous clues that may be applicqle to the fields

of journalism and mass communications. Typically, Weaver examined the attitudes of

7,709 workers frciM 1972 to 1978 and found that their satisfaction with their jobs

was positively associated with their ageq, educations, incomes, and occupations.)

'Weaver also found that there are no significant differences between the job

satisfaction of men and women, but that "job satisfaction among blacks is

2
considerably lower than among whites.

6
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Weaver compared his findings with evidnce gathered from 1958 to 1973 and

found a consistent body of knowledge that remained stable over time. Earlier

studies afsa found that workers are most satisfied with jobs that require'a

high level of educatiOn and!skills, and that provide status, variety, autonomy,

and high salaries.
3

Herzberg, a major pioneer in the field, developed the motivation-hygiene

- theory of job satisfaction. .Herzberg concluded that job satisfaction and

dissatisfaction are not opposites, but'that some factors contribute to workers.'

satisfaction with their jobs, and that other factors contrftute to their

dissatisfaction.

_Herzberg explained -that job satisfaction is determined by feelings, workers

have for the content of their jobs: for feelings of. achievement, recognition,

interest, responsibility, a'dvancementand growth. Herzberg said job dissatisfaction

is determined by feelings Workers have for extrinsic' factors involving:the context of

their jobs: for company policies, woking.conditions, supervisio co-workers,

salaries, status, and security.
'' 0

Herzberg 'repotted that negative counterparts of-the intrinsic factors (a lack
,:.

, (.
,

of achievement or recognition, for example) are not likelyto be dissatisfying, and

that positive counterparts of the extrinsic factors are not likely to be satisfying

'r
even when'they are unusually good. 4

9.

Contrary to Herzberg's theory? Ddnnett, Campbell, and Hakel found that four

factors can be both satisfying and dissatisfying:, :achievement, responsibility,

recognition, and supervision/human relations. Dunnett, Campbell, and Hakel

aexplained: "...our respondents tended often to_attach higp achievement, responsibility,

praise, and understanding supervisors to'Satisfying job'circumstances. However, they

also tended often-to attach failure, low responsibility, lack orrecognition, and

. 5
:inhuman! supervisors to dissatisfying job circumstances."



Dunnett, Campbell, and Hakel also found that some factors are more important

than othrs. They .concluded that, "Cerlain job dimensions -- notably Achievement,

,Recognition, and Responsibility--seem uniformly to be more important foT both

satisfying and dissatisfying job events, and that certain job dimensions--notably

Salary, Working Conditions, Company P licies and Practices, and Security--are

6relayvelylss important.".

Glenn, Taylor, and Weaver found "beyond reasonable,doubt" that older men,and

,women are more satisfied than younger co-workers with their jobs.
7

They speculated .

that, "Job satisfattign might tend to increase as workers grow ol4er because the

extrinsic reward6 of work--including income, occupation, prestige, authority, and

autonomy on the job--increase fot many, although not all Workers.'
,8

/-Other studies found that dissatisfied workers are more likely to quit their

jobs.
9

Hulin also found that a company was able to reduce its annual turnover

rate from- 30% to 12% by learning whyitis employees were dissatisfied, and then

by changing its pay and promotion policies--the major sources of their

dissatisfacion.
10

Other researchers have_focused more 'specifically upon the attitudes of

professionals in the field of journalism.

Shaver applied Herzberg's theory to the field of journalism and found.that

the graduates of seven universities generally were most satisfied with the factors

prticted by that theory. The factors that satisfied joynalism graduates, listed'

in he order of their imporince, included: opportunities for acquiring new

profes'sionalskillsandstature-varied, creative', challenging assignments; praise,
and compliments for their work; success; responsibility and autonomy; and good

relationships with their peers.

4 4

The gr'aduates' major Complaints, again .listed in the order of their Importance,
4

included: poor salaries and raises; limited opportunities for advancement; routine,
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stultifying, unchallenging work; insufficient, opportunities for acquiring new

professional skills and stature; poorly organized companies with unclear lines,

of authority; and poor lines of communication. 11

Wilson found that the Canadian newsmen who quit their jobs were most likely

to complain about their salies, opportunities for advanceMent, working.9conditIons,

lack of personal satisfaction, personalitis, dislike of their work, dissatisfaction_

with their superiors, and company meddling with the news.
12

Similarly, McNeil

found that the Washington correspondents who ,quit their jobs Wdre most likely

to mention low salaries and the fact that their new job's are more satisfying:
13

Despite some' contradictions, the research provides a long list of variables

likely to affect workers' satisfaction with their jobs. This study will apply

those variables to college rrofessors, in the fields of journalism and mass. = ,
..

) .1

communications. Additional variables more specifically related to the fields

of journalism and mass communications Jzre suggested by colleagues and by the

authors' personal experiences.

Methodology

The' authors mailed questionnaires to a random sample. of 200 assistant

0

professors, 200 associate professors,-and 200 professor's listed in the Jayluary

1981 edition of Journalism Educator. t edition of.Yournalism Educator. lists

all the U.S. schools and departments that offer undergraduate and/or graduate

programs in the fields of journalism and mass communications.

The edition lists the names of faculty members at schools and departments

affiliated with the American Association of Schools and Departments of Journalism

(ASD.1) and/or the American Society of Journalism School Administrators(ASJSA).
, Na,

Both organizations are co-founding affiliatesof the Association for Education

in Journalism (AEJ).



About 31%.of the 1,920 assistant professors, associate professors, and

professors listed in Journalism Educator were included in thAs survey. Faculty

members with other academic ranks--instructors and adjuncts, for example--were

excluded. The authors also excluded the faculty members at their own institutions:

the University of South Florida and the.University of Central Florida. Because of

its unique characteristics, they arso
tZ,

excluded faculty members at the U.S'. Defense

Information School.
A

, The questionnaire-contained 60 questions. Twenty-six questions in one

section asked for the respondents' age, sex, race, salary, current academic rank,

andhighest'earned degree. The questions also asked about other variables that

might affect faculty membets' satisfactich9 with their jobS: the number of classes

they teach during a typical term, the number of years they spent working as
4

professionals and as teachers, the number of years. that have passed 'since their

last promotion, the amount of time they devote to research and administrative

dtities, their involvement in professional organizations, their career goals,

and their publication records.

Another section asked respondents to use a five-point scale to descrit

their satisfaction with 20 variables associated with their jobs. The variables

included their salaries, students; colleagues, chairmen, teaching loads, physical

working conditions, and requirements for tenure and promotions. The five-Toint

t

scale irmluded the statements: "Very Satisfied," "Moderately, Satisfied," "Neutral,"

"Moderately Dissaisfied," and "Very DissatiAled:" Respondents also were given.

the option of answering "Not Applicable."

Thp third section asked respondents to describe their agreement with 14

statements about their jobs. The statements concerned the assignment of challenging
4

responsibilities; feelings of achievement they derive from their teaching, research,

and service; the recognition of their achievements; the equitable distribution of

--

4
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s laries, promotions, and merit incteases;'and the relative importance of teaching

an research for.persons seeking tenure and promotions at their institutions.
. ..

A five-voint, scale used to respond tothe statemens in Section III inclUded
. t,

the tements: "StrOnzly Agree," Ugree,","Neutral," "DiShgree," and "Strongly'

Disag ee." Respondents also were gives the option of answering "Not Applicable.",
;.

/

(A cop of the entire questionnaire appears in Appendix A):

To ncourageahigh response rate, a cover letter stressed the fact that the

studS, was being conducted in cooperation wits the American Society of Journalism'

School Ad "nistrators and with the Teaching Committee of the Mass Communication
.

and Societ Division of AEJ. Also to encourage a high response rate, alb the

respondents ere assured of their complete anonymity.

Because some time limitations, aid because It was impossible to determine

which faculty embers respohded to the survey, the,authors were unable to mail

,/
,followup questi nnalres to those who did not,respond.

, -1

The author did not formulate any hypoilieses b se the previous research

did not suggept

any

uniquely applicable to faculty membe ,in the specialized

fields of jouinal sm and maSg' communications. Instead the findings reported
, .1

in the following s ctions of this ar icle are descriptive.t

Resultsland Discussion

A total of 316 f4ulty members 'responded tqlhe survey: 99 assistant professors,

110 associate professors, 106 profeSsors, and one, person holding a rank ineligible

for inclusion in the analysis. 1.

o .

Most ofathe respondents are white males. Only 35--11.1%--are women, and only
, * -

10--31%-=-are members of a minority group. The minorities include 6 blacks, 2,. , .

Americanapdians, and/ persOns who checyed, an "other" category. Because so few,

Ci
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'blacks are in the field, it is impossible to make any meaningful comparisons or

to compute any.tests of significance fpr.the variable of race.

The'women,hold significantly lower ranks than their male-counterparts: 62.9%`
of the women are assistant professors, compared to 27.5% of the men; 31:4% of the

women are associate professors,compared to'35.4% of the men; and 5.7% of the womten

2 'ere professors, compared to 37.1% of the ien (X = 21.64, df = 2, '13 <..0001). Of
'.

the 35 wo en, only 2 f., ..._

.
are proessors. -I

/

.
M

The respondents' ages.range from 26 to 70. The mean is 48. Twenty-nine percent

.11

of the respondents are 55 or older, suggesting that faculty members in the fields of

journalism ancLmass communications tend to be old, and that dozens of jobs are likely-
to become available due to retirements during the next deca e. The retirements'also

maY. open more senior positions for younger faculty members.
, 1

7Fifty-onA. percent-of the respondents said their highest earned degree is a

Ph.D. By comparison, 5.4% hold's and 36.7% hold an M.A.,...About 7% hold

some other degree; often a J.D. or Ed.D.

Faculty members with.the highest earned degrees alto hold the highest ranks.

Forty-four percent of the M.A. S are assistant professors, compared to 19.9% of

the Ph.D.s; 32.2% of the M.A.s: areassocia'te professorslicompared to 38.5% of.the

Ph.D.s; and 24.3% of the M.A.s are-professors, compared to 41.6% of the Ph.D.s

(X
2
= 20.26, 4, p ( .0004). Fifty -four percent of the respondents have

received a promotion within the last five yearik but some report that 15 to 2b

years have passed since their last promotion..

Most 'respondents teach 2 or 3 classes a term. Seven percent teach only one

class; however, 33:9% teach 2 classes, and 42.9% teach 3 classes.- Thirteen! percent

teach 4 classes, and 3% teach 5 or more classes. Th'e mean is 2'.8.

Virtually all'the'respondents--94.3%--have som4prbfesqpnal mediaperience.

Seventeen'percent have 1 tb 4 years of experience, A0.9% have 5 to 10 yearsof
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experience, and 38.0% have 11 or more years o? experience: The mean.is 12. ..

years. The respondents have even mo experience as college teacheis: a mean

of 14.6 yeais.
gr

Most faculty members seem.to accept'a teaching job', and then to reiain that
\.

-.1joblfor their entire academic careers. 'Only 19.3% of -the respondents hateyorked
\, A ,

- . ,,

at their
.

current institutions 1 to 3 years. TWenty-one percent have worked there
. %

; .

4 'tow 7 years, 16.8%,haVe worked there 8 to 11 years, and 42.0% have worked there

12'orkaore years. The mean 12 years.
,

.
_ -

The average faculty member reporte4 that he.works 51.5)hours a week. Only
..

.

7.4% rep6rted that they work fewer than 40 hours a week, and some of those

. I ,

respondents seem to be part - timers. ConverSely,26.8% wCirk 60 or more hours

a week.

'Eighty-six percent are assigned some administrative duties. ,However, 31.6 %;

said they devote no more than 10% of their tire to those duties'. Oftly 19.6% devote

More than 40% 'of their time to administrativAduties. The mean is 21.8%.

Fifty -five percent of ihe'ressondents also reported that they devote 10% or,

less of their time to research.. Only 11% devote more than 30% of their time to,

research. 'The Mean is 15.4%.
4

The respondent s belong to an average of 4.3 professional organizations.
,

9
However., 55.7% do not serve as an officer in any .of the organizations. Twenty-

,

eight percent serve as ldn officer in 1 organization, and 14.9% erve as an officer

in'
t.
two or more ,organizations.! -

The respondents also were asked to list the number of articles.they have

published during the last five years, and to list.the number of articles that

they have published in national refereed journals, such.as Journalism Quarterly.
ode

The mean is 12.8, but that number ip-inflated by the, answers of a few faculty

members who said they published several hundred articles. For example: an

-
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asslociateirofessor said he wrote "500 to 600 news '.tel-les,'Cglumns, reviews."

The median, a more accuraeb reflection of the average faculty 'member's

productivity, is 3.4: The mode is zero. '4

Twenty-two percent of the respbndents said they have riot pdblished any articles
,

5

during the last five years. Seventeen percent have published 1 or 2 articles, 19.0%

have published 3 or 4 articIes',.20.0% have published 5 to 9 articles, and 21% have

, .published 10 or more.

The numbex of articles published in national refereed journals is dramatically

'lower., A majority of the respondents--54.2%--sai'd'they have not published any

articles in national refereed'journals during the last five years.' Thirteen percent

have published 1 article in a national refereed journal, 8.0% have published 2 .

. i, , 1.,

articles, 7.3% have published 3 articles, 3.8% gave published 4 articlesnd

2,5% have published 5 articles. Eleven percent published 6 or more. The individual

highis-35,° but the median is less than one., The mean.is 2.6.
,4

"Sixty-One percent-of the respondents listed teaching as their primary career

goal, 8.9% listed administration, and 8.6% listed research. Thirteen percent listed

/K' a combination ofteaching and research, but only 1.9% listed a combination of teaching

and administration. Eighteen faculty'metribers--5.7%-listed other g oals, usually

consulting, retirement,, or jobs in Prvate industry.

9 99

An overwhelming majority of the respondents--94.1%--said university professors

should be given merit increases for outstanding work, and 76.1% said their institutions

award merit increases. However, only 34.6% have received merit increases for the last

five consecutive years. The meanfs 2.9.

'Finally, 7.3% of the respondentS said they earn fe;s than $195999 for 9 months.

Sixty-two percent earn $20,000 to $29,999, and 25.5%'earn $30,000 to'$39,999. Only

4.7% earn more than $40,000. Curiously, the-respondents were more willing to report
4

- their salaries than theirages%
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The faculty members Who eat the hikheSt salpries tend to hipild the highest
.

--

academics ranks, t):have more .years of.professional experience, to q5uhlish more

. -
,'-:

,-
. .

,.
.

.. .-. '
,articles A refereed journals, , pnd to deVote percentages,of theirtdme

to administrative duties.
.

t21,

J',--

,
- .

a./

Excluding'the faculty members who'did not answer,the following questions, or
.4 4 , , , .. 0 .

who marked them "Not'AppliCable," 84% of the respondents said they 'are "very" or
,', .

'f lmoderately'll satisfied with, theit jobs, and 88% said they are very or moderately -

/
satisfied with their lives, Apart from wckk.. Only 12% are dissatisfied With their'e ' ... I.

jots, and on y 6.6% Are diseatisfiea with,their,lives.
.- '

. % ''' i

Five items associated with their jobs'are especially satisfying: the freedom
Q

Pfaculty members are given to do .their work, their relationship with their colleagues,

their relationship with their chairmen, theirteaching loads, AO-their opportunities

for professiaal grow4 Ninety-four percent .of the respondents said they.are very

or moderately satisfied with their freedom, 77.6% are satisfied with theit relatiOn-

ship With their colleagues, 74,7% are satisfied with their relationship with their

, . .

chairmen, 68.8% are satisfied with their teaching loads, and.f.68.9%-are satisfied
...

1.with their-opportunities for professional growth and development.
..

.,

Sixty-six percent of the respondents also are Satisfied with'the support their
!..7. . , . ,

-

departments provide for their teaching; however, only 42.2% are satisfied with-the'
.1

, ,

support their departments provide for their, research.
,

:

Four other.items seemed to be especially dissatisfying. Thirtypercent'of the

respondents ,said they afe dissatisfied with their - physical working conditions, 34.9%

are dissatisfied with their salaries, 35.'X .44 dissatisfied with.the suppoit their:

.
.universities provide'for their teaching, and 40%9% are dissatisfied with the support

, .
.

.. . ,. )
their universities provide for their research. .'1%

\-The P4sults consistently showed that-faculty members are more satisffea.with

their dpartments than with their colleges or,puniversities: For example: 55.5%
O

I
k,
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of the respondents said'they are satisfied with their departments' annual'
.

evaluation of their work, but only, 45,4% are Satisfied with their oolleges'

- 4

alnual evaluation of their work, and only 43.3% are satisfied with their

universities' annual evaluation of their work (See Table I). - >i
,.. -

. ..

.

''.'

.
.

None Rf the variables correlate very;strongly with the respondents' overall

satisfaction with their,jobs. However, some of the variables correlate with each

;other. For example: the faculty members who earn the highest salaries are

significantly more satisfied with their salaries--but not-with their jobs. -

so
Similarly, the faculty members 'Idththe lightest teaching loads are significantly

mor e satisfied with their teaching-loads-but not with their Fobs.

Other responses to the statements in-Section III reveal that 79.2% of the faculty

member's agree that they are assignedchallenging responsibilitie
. However, they

derive greater feelings of achievement from their teaching than from their research

or service. Eighty-five percent of the respondents said they "have a real feeling

of ZT111Zhent from my teaching." By comparison, 71;4% said they derive feelings

of achievement from their service, and,only 58.2%--about half--said they derive

fee lings of achieWMentirom their research. Sixteen percent considered the

statement' about' research inapplicable,- apparently because they conduct no

research.

Contrary to their personal preferenCeg, the respondents said they are more

likely to be awarded tenure and proMotions because of theieachievements in the

field of-researEh than because of theiikachievements as teachers. Seventy-five

percent of fhe respondents agree, that tenure at their institutions is related
f ,

to research, but.only 52.6% agree that tenure also is related to teaching. '
.--..J .

.Similarly, 76.5% of the respondents agree that promotions at)their institutions,

,
. are related to research, but only 52.6% agree that promotions also are related

to teaching.



Several.of the respondents who recognized those trends vehemently objected

to them. Fo'r example; a respondent who strongly disagreed with the statement that

tenure is related Co: teaching at hid institution commented, "But that's not how it

Should be."
I ,

A Majority( of the respondents--67.4%--said they re satisfied with their

institutions' requirements for tenure; and 64,4% said they are sattsfied"with

their institutions' requirements for promotion. -However, manyof ehe respondents.

complained that the requirements are not administered fairly. Only 52.4% of the

respondents agree with the statement that promotions at their institutions are

a 'Jarded fairly, and only 48.7% agree that "salarie6 and other benefits here are

distributed fairly." 'Anven smaller number--4.5%--agree.that merit increases

are awarded "in a fair apd equitable manner" (See Table II).
414.

Which groups of faculty members are most saINfled with their j 3 . .
Because

of the small number of respondents in some cells, it was impossible to calculate
. .

tests of significance for every variable. Nevertheless, faculty members-with mart'

,years of professional experience tend'to be more satisfied than their less
04.

experienced Colleagues. Faculty'members who teach the fewest classes and who earn

the highest salaries also tend to be more satisfied with their jobs. For example:.

£00% of the faculty members who ear} more than $40,000 said they are very or

moderately satisfied with their.jobs, compared to '75% of ..the facu ty members

who earn less than $20,000. However, the differences are not large enough to

' be statisticallw significant..

0

'Faculty memberstatisfied with their lives, apart from work, also are

_more satisfied_with -theirjobs-.-

L
Differences in the satisfaction of men and women seem to be minor.. Forty-

,

six percent of the women said they are "very satisfied" with their jobs,bcompared

to 39.1% of the men. However, a larger percentage of themen than women said they
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are "moderately satisfied" with their job's- So overall, a, total of 84.3% of the

menand 77.17 of the women. are very or moderately sat sfied with their. jobs.

1\
,

Men also are slightly more - satisfied with their institutions' requirements

for tenure and promotiOns. Sixty -eight percent Of the men are satisfied with

their tenure requirements, compared to 61.7% of the women. Similarly, 654%

of the rilt'are satisfied with Ikeix-promotion requirements, compared to 53.1%

of the women. None of the women, but 21% of the men, are "very satisfied" with
.",

their promotion requirements.

At first glance, the respondents' answers to another question may puzzle

some readers. Seventeen respondents said their highest earned degree -is a B.A.,

' and all 17--100%--said ey are satisfied with their jobs.. Abr comparison, 82.8%

of the respondent with an M.A. and 81.4% of the respondents with a-Ph.D. are

satisfied w# their jobs. But even more dramatically, 76.5% of the 11.A.s are
4 / /17

"very satOfied" with their jobs% compared to only 38.8% of the M.A.s and 38.5%

of the Ph.D.s."

Logically; observers might expect the Ph.D.s to be more satisfied than the

M.A.s, and the M.A.s to be more satisfied than the B.A.s. However, the $.A:ls are

more likely to be distinguished professionalsLmIth a great many years of practical

experience. Because of their ages and distinguished backgrounds; the B.A-s)May be

hired as associate pr full prdfessors and may'be exempt from the normal pressues

to earn higher degrees, publish scholarly articles, and strive for tenure and

promotions. Some M.A.s also have had long and distinguished professional careers.

Sixty-nine_percent of the B.A.s also are, satisfied with their institutions'

requirements for tenure, compared to 72.6% of the M.g.Th and 66.77 -of the Ph.D.s.

Eighty percent of the'B.A.s are satisfied with their institutions' requirements .e

r pr motions, compared to 6.9% of the M.A.s and 66.0% of the Ph.D.s.

1
A. '
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Another variable--tenure--seems to have a greater effect upon the faculty

members' attitudes'. Seventy-one percent of the respondents hale tenure, and

85.7% of them are satisfied with their jobs, compared to 77.7% of the persons

without tenure. Seventy-seven percent of the faculty members with tenure also

are satisfied with their institutions'
tenurerequirements, compared to only 43.1%

tk.of.the nontenured faculty members (X2 = 36.96, df = 4, p < .0001). Similarly,

71.4% o )(the tenured faculty members are satisfied with their, institutions'

promotion requirements, compar

-. (X
2
= 30.16, df = 4, p < .0001).

to only 45.3% of the nontenured faculty membtrs-

The respondents' satisfaction with their jobi seems to be unrelated, to their

primary career-gbals (tea6hing, research
l-
or administration). At least, 84% of the,

respondents purseingcgich of the three career goals said they are,satisfied with/

MO.their jobs. However,, efaculty members whos primary goal is research are more

-* satisfied with'their institutips! requirements for tenure and' promotions,

apparently because of their institutions': emphasis upon research.

Eighty-eight percent of the faculty members interested in research said they

areshtisfied wIth,their tenure requirements, compared to 63.1% of the faculty

members interested in teaching. Similarly, 87.5% of the faculty members'interested

in research arq satisfied with their promotion requirementi, Compared to 59% of, the

faculty members, interested' teaching.
. .

,-J The respondents' satisfaction with their jobs is not associated with the

amount of time they devote to administrative duties, the number of classes they

. ,

teach, the number of years that have passed since their last promotion, Or their

teaching specialty (writing and editing, history, law, or photography, for example).

'The resPondentst job Satisfaotion also is unrelated to the number of years they
,

have taught. Thus, there, is no evidence of "burnout "-, -the popular notion that

workers become tired, bored, or discontent with,jobs they haves,held for many years..
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.`The facultymemberh' characteiiStics and attitudes totard several other

variables seem related"to their academic ranks (See Tables, III and IV).

Senior faculty members have significantly more professional experience than

their junior-ranking colleagues (X
2
=

.

19.77, df = 10, p 4 .0511-- Senior faculty

members,also have worked at their present institutions for!significantly longer

periods of time and are significantly more likely to have tenure., Seventy-three '

percent of the faculty-members without tenure ere assistant professors.

As expected, senior faculty members also are more satisfied, with their jobs,

Forty-seven percent of the4prbfessors said they are very satisfied' with their jobs,

compared to 40% of the assocdate professors and to ohly 32.3% of the assistant

professors.

Other data show that senior faculty members receive more rewards--higher

salaries, more promotions, more merit increases, and lighter &aching loads, \for

example. They also are much' more likely to believe that the rewards are

distributed fairly.

Seventy percent of the professors said they are very or moderately satisfied

with their salries, compared to 52.8% of the associate professors, and to only

41.8% of the assistant professors (X2 = 32.31, df = 8, p < .0001). Moreover,

61% of the professors agree that their salaries are distributed fairly, compared
,

to 50.4% of the associate professors and to 33.7% of the lower-paid assistant

professors (X2 = 19.74, df = 8, p -< .01).
5;

Senior faculty 'Members are significantly more likely to receive merit increases

(X
2
= Z 15, df = 10, p L .02),.and to believe that their institutions award merit

t'/')r.inc eases in a fair-and equitable manner. Forty-eight percent of the professors

'agree that the merit increases at their institutions are awarded fairly, compared

to 49.5% of the associate professors and to only 25.0% of the assistant professors

(X2 =. 17147, df = 8, p <

q

7J.1
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Senior faculty members also receive more recognition and support for their

work:"--Forty-nine percent of the professors strongly agree with the statement
;

that their chairmen appreciate and recognize their achievements, compared to 36.9%

of the associate professors, and'29.3% of the assistant professors (X
2

= 18.87, df=

8, p < .02). Similarly, senior faculty members are more likely to agree that their

college and university administrators
appreciate and.redognize their achievements

2
= 3l.v38, df = 8, p 4 .0001).

Senior faculty members are significantly more satisfied with their teaching

loads- -but not with the quality of the students enrolled in their classes. The

latter finding. is surprising, since the senior faculty members at most institutions

are assigned upper division arid graduate -courses which, presumably, attract better

and more highly-motivated students.

Not unexpectedly, tIr senior faculty members are more satisfied with their

institutions' requirements for tenure and promotions. Seventy-eight percent of

the professors are very or moderately satisfied with their tenure requirements,

compared to 71.3% of the associate professors and 52.6% of the assistant

a professors. (X
2

30.46, df = 8, p . .0002). Senior faculty 'members also are

significantly more likely to believe that promotions are awarded fairly (X 2 =

38.59, df = 8,.p < .0001).

Faculty members in all three ranks agree that both,tenure and promotions are

associated with research. However, the sdnior faculty members significantly

more likely o believe that the persons seeking tenure and prolitotions also must

be good teache . Sixty-one' percent of the professors agree that tenure is

related to teaching, compared to 57.9% of the associate professors-and to Onioy

38.1% Of the assistant profesbors.(X 2 = 17.58, df = 8, p < .02). /

)Senior faculty members are sllfilitly more satisfied with the support their

departments provide for their teaching. Similarly, 56.0t of the professors are

1 Q1
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satisfied with the support their universities provide for their teaching, compared

to 48.6% of the associate professors and to 34.4% of the assistant professors

(X2 = 20.69, df =. 8, p 4:.008).

However, there are no apparent differences on the issue of research. Instead,

faculty members holding Al,three ranks are criticai of the support provided for

their research. Thirty-eight percent of the professors; 43.5%.of the associate

professors, and 41.2% of the assistant professors said they are dissatisfied

w th "the support their universities provide for their research.".

Faculty members in all 'three ranks work about the same numblof hours Bach

peek
and devote about the same percentages 'of their time to research. However,

assOciate professors publish the greatest number of articles.

Fifty-four percent of the associate professors published 5 or more articles

during the last five\years, compared .to 38% of the assistant professors and 35.9%

of, the professors. Only 14.5% of the associate grotessocs reported.that,they have

not published any articles during the last five years, alompared.to 2.3.2t.of the

assistant professors and 26.4% of the professors. The number of articles published

in national refereed publications does not vary by rank,'however.

The pattern was not' unexpected. In 1973, Cole and Bowers reported that, "An

inverse relationNIP existed between professorial ranks and productivity of articlest"
4

Cole and Bowers explained that assistant-prOfessors published more articles than

associate professors, and that associate professors published more articles than

professors14

Briefly, other comparisons between assistant profeg
.

and professors reveal that:

r , associate professors,

*FaCulty members in the three diffeTentjanks are equally-satisfied with

their lives, apart from work.

'*Faculty members in the three different ranks agree that they all enjoy a'

great deal of freedoin and that they all are assigned challenging

responsibilities. 19,
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*Faculty members in the three different ranks belong to about the same

number of professional organizations and serve as officers in the same -

ti

number of those organizatiogs.

'*About two-thirds of the faculty members in all three ran s say their

primary goal is teaching, and the faculty, members inall three ranks

derive their greatest feelings of achievement from teaching.

*Senior faculty` members are, slightly more satisfied wtfrtiir departments'

physical working conditions and with their opportunities fOr professional

growth and development.

*Senior faculty members are more satisfied with their relationship witho,
their colleagues, and the result apprtaCh significance (X

2
= 14:56,--,

df = 8,, p < .07).

*Senior aculty members express more interest in administration-
,

and slightly less interest in research.than their junior colleagues.

They also derive slightly more' satisfaction from their service activities.

*Senior faculty/members are assigned lighter teaching loads.'- Thirteen

percent of the professors teach only compgred to 5.2% of the

assistant professors. Conversely, only.31.1% of the professors tea01
'

r . . "
three classes, comparedto 50% of the assistant professors.

or.

-I

. ., ,

Other trends- mayibe of special interest to department chairmen.' Sixty-nine
1

Percent of the faculty members are satisfied with their relationship with their

chairmen, and 59.4% are satisfied with die way their chairmen superyise their

departments.
1 a

,

The faculty members' ranks seem unimportantfaculty members'ln all three
-

ranks generally express satisfaction with"their chairmen. Sixty-three percent

'of the professors, 67.3% oC the associate professors,. and 58.8% of the assistant

-:

professors are satisfied with -the way their chairmen supervise their departments.
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Faculty members clearly prefer dhairmen who are democratic rather hav,

.autocratic. Eighty-five percent.of the faculty members very or moderately

Satisfied with their,chairmen'also said thgt their chairmen are democratic.

Conversely, 50%., of the faculty members moderately or very dissatisfied with

.
their chairmen said their chairmen are not democratic. 37

a,
1

Eighty-one percent of the faculty members who are very satisfieewith their

jobs also are very satisfied with theirichairmen, compared to 58% of the persons

moderately satisfied with their jobs, 40% of those moderately dissatisfied, and

7.7% of those very dissatisfied. Conversely, almost 84.6% of the faculty members
6

who said they are very dissatisfied'with theirjob$ also are dissatisfied with

their chairmen.'
4

Faculty members satisfied with thelfchairmen also tend to. be sagsfied with

'several other variables. For.example:,

,*Ftfty-one percent ofthe faculty members Very satisfied with their

chairmen also are very satisfied with the way in which their WI( is

evaluated by their departments, compared to 17.7% of the faculty members

moderately satisfied with their chairmen, 4.8% of thosmoderately
.

dissatisfied, and 6.4% of those very dissatisfied (X
2

= 138.74, df = 16,

p 1 .0001).

*Forty-nine percent of the faculty members very satisfidd with their chairmen

also are very satisfied with their'teaching loads, compared to 29'.2% of those

moderately satisfied, with their .chairmen, 22:7% of those moderately

dissatisfied, and'to 9.6% of those 'very dissatisfied.
. ,

*Fifty-seven percent of the faculty members very satisfied with their chairmen

are very satisfied with their colleagues, compared to 38.2% of those

moderately satisfied, 9% of thosemoderately,dissaIisfied, and 12. 4

of thbse very dissatisfied.

O.

IA

01
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,.
*Faculty 4 el; WI their chairmen tend to be more satisfied

.

.A.
with-the tt"" given to do their work and with the support -their0 ,. ' -4

universities pr-00. =Choir teaching and research. -They are more

,likely to say thOr'
4'

eslappreciate and recognize their adhievements,
0 /- g

'and that salarie
)
niar6 i

'
ons erg', increases, and other benefits are,

distributed fairly.
4

Dozens of the tespondents, made some additional commentsand 90 %' of their

comments conceryed a single issue: merit pay.

.The respondents were asked whether their institutions award' merit pay, and

a faculty member who his taught at the same.'institution for 28 years replied

"Nobody really kniws. Several other-respondents also said, "I don't know,"

and one explained: "I.have virtually no idea. Priyate institution; all is
.

I

.
I

Other faculty members said their institutions award merit increases--but

that they are not cerotain whether ?hey have received any' of those increases. The

faculty member's explained: "Can't tell'" "Hard ti5"know," and "We are not informed

directly." Still other faculty members complained that their meriincrgases are

"small," "poor," "token," and."given is name only." One of the respondents added

that the inceases at his institution "are called merit, but are essentially small
05

annual increases with virtually rp,disarimination by 'merit.'"

v
An even greater'number of the respondents complained that merit increases are

awarded unfairly. They "The'system is misused by administrators.: and that,
N

"It does not gofsr true merit but becomes a political thing." Ven a department

chairman complained: "Univeraity claims merit' increases given for outstanding work:

In reality, process is politiCAl. Merit-lnpreases under c nQ 1 of college dean.'"

.Finally, several faculty, members'Oxpressed dissatisfaction with the continuing.

conflict between the experienced professionals and the researchers found on,

(
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.

journalism faculties. One respondent asked: "What is research? Po you mean

/publication, or do you mean searching professional journals for up-to-date material .

for class use? Or, is,it jawboting with professionals And picking their brains on

wha graduates-need in order to win the battle for survival in-the outside world?

I happen tq believe that the latter two are as important as the first7of the set."
.

.
.

A colleague at another university added, "Obviously, a well-balanced journalism

department calls for people with a strong background T1 performance in the

° profession and in research. HoWever, the latter continues to carry more clout
\ .3

among'administrators than does the former.h
.

-

A factor analysis was performed to search for,associations among the items that
/ 4

could best be used in' any future assessment of the.job satisfaction of facuLtd A

members (See Table V).

The final factor solution is the result of a varimax rotation by SPSS15of 59

variables from the job satisfaction questionnaire. -Thirty variables loaded on one
r

of nine factors with eigenvalues above 1.0. Twenty-seven of the variables did not

load on an acceptable factor, arid two VarfAbles loaded on two factors and were deleted
J

from the table. One variable, teaching area, was deleted from the analysis. The .alpha

coefficient for the job satisfaction items is .9,1. Alpha for the agreeeditems is .84.

Three-hundred-and-sixteen respondents for 59 variables met the minimal 2-to-1
u,

subject-to-variAble ratio required for factipryanalysis. 16
A .40-.30 standard required

ti

1

a.variOle to load a minimum of .40 on a'factor and less than .30 on any other fahtor.

Af er rotation, Factor I accounted for'35.3rof-t variance and factor II

r
accounted fo'r 12% of the variance. Together, the first two factors accounted for

altost fehe total variance '(47.3 %). Factor III a ccounted for 9.0% of the

varianc , and the last six factors together accounted for 27% of the variance.
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The-first two factorS are consistent with other job satisfaction studies

which shbw that job supervision and age are important concepts in job satisfaction. 4

Factor I appears to be a "chairman" factor, since four of the variables to load

z

with the factor relate to the.chair6Lan. The two remain4ng variables in the.
R

`VI

factor, freedom to work and relationship with colleagues, are variables that

can,involve chairman input.

Factor II appears to be-a "seniority " factor. Years-in-service variables load

most highly, with age, tenure, and rank loading well above 40.

Factor III is a complex factor with two of its variables also loading on

other factors. Nevertheless, it can be .labeled a "support'' factor; specifically,

a support-for-research factor. The three important variables are satisfaction with
.4

department support for research, with .university support for research, and with
*5 1

opportunities for professional growth. The two complex variables are satisfaction

with university support'forteaching and with teaching load.

Factor IV is labeled an'llevaluation" factor,. Satisfaction-with the'.college's

evaluation_oLkwork'and with the university's evaluation of work load heavily. Two
y

.

additional variables, satisfaction with the department's evaluation of work and

agreement that administrators appreciaArand recognize achiev ments, 17ad on -- -:
k, -

Factor.IV but are complexand load also on Factor I.
.

toFactor V
.A-.

developed from two agreement variables: feelings of achievement.
.

from teaching atO from service. A related'variable, feelings of achievement from'

research, also loads on FaCtor VII with two descriptive variables: time devoted

to research and the, number of articles published in refereed journals. The

negatOe loading; -.52, is positive to the factor because agreement was scored

1 and '2 on the questionnaire.' (Disagreement was scored 4and 5).

'

Factor VI is a source-of-advancement faCtor (teaching), and Factor IX is

a second source-of-advancement factbr (research)...
1 /

9 -4
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Factor VIII is a,"requirements" factdr. Loading on" Factor VIII.Zte two

satisfaction variables, requirements for promotion and requirements for tenure,

and an agreemett factor, promotions are awarded fairly; but the agreement

variable'also loads above, .30 on FaCtorS I and III.

ti

The results of the analysis confirm tesuss of previous job satisfaction '

4-
studies and-suggest that faculty members are similar in satisfaction characteLttics

to employees in different occupations. The importance of. the fac.tor to the Leculty
.

.,... . ,

appears to lie in their relationship with the work supervisor - -in this case,, the

chairman. .Similarly, of

up,a gecond importabt ar

her studies also have found that age and seniority make
.

ea related to satisfaction. All the remaining faators

are concepts similar to. those thdt appear in job. satisfaction literature.

Together,' the nine factors appean to be the most-important ones to consider'
, .

in assessing journalism faculty job satisfaction..
.4

,

Thus, most faculty members an the fields of journalism and'mass communications

are satisfied with theit job's and with their lives apart from work. Like the

.

workers in other fields, they are especially satisfied with their autonomy,
< .

--. .

.
.

colleagues, and opportunities for professional-growth and development. Conversely,

.many are dissatisfied with their salariesrand working cdnditiong.

Mdst faculty members recognize the.impor.tance of iesearch, especially for

.tenure and promotAns. Nevertheless, a majority devote 17 or less of their, time

77'N
to research and have not published any articles in national,refereed journals

during the last five yeArd'.

Facu y members are satisfied *ith thesupport their institutions provide

for theil poaching but are ,critical 'of the support provided.for their research.
,

. The lack of support prol'7ided for research may help explain, the fact that so many

faculty4Memberseven senior professopspublish so few articles.-
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:Senior faculty members receive many more rewards than their junior colleages;

highersalaries,.smaller.Class loads, and sforth. Senior- faculty members also ate.

more satisfied with many of the variables associated' with their jobs. But despite
11 .

their privileged positions, they are not more productive. They do not work longer
....

hours. They do not belong to
,
more professional organizations, They-do not serve

as officers in more organizations: They do not publ!h)more Articles. ...

. .
..

rProfessors maw be less pequctive researchers because they devote more time

to administrative duties; or because they no longer must strive to meet their
O r

institutions' requirements for .tenure and promotiOns. However, one of the

respondent-s offered another explanation. He complained: "Tenure and promotion

Standards have bee n changed in recent years, sd that some senior full professors

on the campus would not be tenured under our new standards. Newer professors of

lower rank have to prove gryerb'achievement than apPlied when these lesser,.

producers became tenured anA reached full."

Most faculty members are satisfied with their requirements for tenure and

promotions, but sizable-nulbers complain that tenure and promotionsdte not

awarded fairly.' Few seem to blame their chairmen, however. Faculty members

are consistently more critical of their colleges and bniversitiet

4

Administrators who want to learn more about the-satisfaction of the faculty

members at their institution's might give 'them copies of the questionnaire used in
-w

thi,is study, then compare the esults with these national indings. AdMinistraiors

whoreuse t'he questionnaire Might' ask respondents to list the books as well as the
,

articles they have.published., The'yalse might specify the types of articles that

should Ipe reported.

-

Summary

uwionnaires to a random.sample ot200 assistant professors,

d 200 professors, and.52.6% responded.

26
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The average respondent 'is a 403-year2old white male who holds a Ph.D., teaches

° 2 or 3 classes a term, and has 12.5 years of professional experience and 14.6

years of teaching experience. He works 51.5 hours a week, but devotes no more

than 10% of his time to research, and published 3.4 articles during the last

year. However, few of those articles (perhaps none) appeared in national

refereed journal's.

Most of the res ndents are satisfied with.their jobs, and they are especially
%

satisfied, with: (1) the freedom they are given to do their work, (2) thel.

relationship with their colleagneS and chairmen, (3) their teaching loads,

'and (4) their opportunities for pfidessional growth. The respondents are most

dissatisfied with their physical working conditioRs, salaries, and .the support

provided for-their research.

Most 9f the respondents prefer to teach-but say they must engage in research'

'to obtain tenure and promotions. Many complain that,tenureand promotions at their, !,

institutions are not administered fairly.' ,,

_

---- ---

. r!
,.,

Differences in the satisfaction of men and women seem to be minor. However, -,-- .

faculty members with tenure are more satisfied with their jobs, and so are senior

'faculty members. The senior faculty members receive(significantly more rewards

-and are more likely to believe that the rewards are distributed fairly. Never-
'41

theleS4 they do not seem to be more productive than heir junior colleagues.
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Variable

1. Overall freedom 66.3% -27.9% 2.5% 2.9%

2. Life apart from work .43.3% .45.2% 4.8% 6.1%

3. Job 39.9% 43.7% 4.4% 7.9%

4. Relationship with colleagues 37.7% 39.9% 10.9% 8.9%

5. Reldtionship with chairman 47.9% 26.7% 9.9% 9.2%

6. Teaching load 33.8% 35.0% 12.4% 15.6%

7. Opportunitiep for growth
.... .

29.1% 39.8%' 11:7% 13.3%

8. Dellft. support for teaching 29.6% 37.0% 13.2% 14.87

9. Tenure requirements 26.7% 40.7% 15.3% 11.4%

10. Promotion requirements 18.8%, 45.5% 13.2% -14.5%
1

11. Quality of students 15.3% 46,3% 14.4% 18.8%

12. Physical-working cinditions 23.81 ,35.2% 10.5% 22.5%

13. Chairman's supervision 35.3% 28.1% ' 11.0% 15.1%

14., Salary 9.8% 45..1% 10.2% 22.9%

15. Dept. evaluation lef work 27.1% 28.4% 17.4% 14.0%

16. Univ. support for teaching 14.0% 32.4% j8.4% 22.2%

17. College evaluation of work 17.6% 27.8% 22.9% 17.3%

18. Univ. Aaluation of work 16.7% 26.7% 26.3% 147%

19. Dept. support for research 17.0% 25.2% 23.7% 21.1%

20. Univ. support for research 12.5% '22.1% 24.4% 23,6%

1
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0..xi:% 0.3% 94.3%
.

0.6% 6.0% 88.5%

4.1% 0.0% 83.5%

2.6% 0:31 77.6%

6.2% 6.3% 74.3%

3.2% 0.0% 68.8%

6.1% '' 1:3% 68.9%

54% 1.3% .65.6%

5.9% 2.5% 67.4%

7.9% ,2.5% 64.4%'
f

4

3..1% 0.0% 61.7%

7.9% 0.3% 59.0%

10.6% 6.0%- 63.4%

12.1% 0.0% 54.9%*

13.0% 4.7%

13.0% 0.3% 46.3%

14.4% 8.9% 45.4%,

13.7% 13.3%. 43.3%

13.0% 13:3% 42:2%

17.3% 12.7% 3 ,7%



Variable

1. Derive feelings of

Table IT

, at

achievement from teaching 41.9% '413.5% c

Given challenging
responsibilities, 36.2% 42.9%

romotiona are
relate research 31.9% 44.6%

4. Tenure is
related 'to research 30.6% 44.4%

5. ,Derive feelings of
achievement from service 36.40 35.1%

6. Department chairman
appreciates achievements 8.0%. 30.8%

7. Chairman is democratic 34.0% 3.3%

8. College and'university
appreciate achievements 21.5% 35.6%

9. Promotions are
awarded fairly

10. Tenure is related
to teaching

ri. Promotion's are

related to teaching

15.9% 36.6%

15.7% 36.9%

15.7% 36.9%

12. Derive feelings of
achievement from research 20.9% 37.3%

13. Saiaries awarded fairly 14.4% 34.3%

14. Merit increases
arejawarded fairly 12.8% 28.7%

8.3%

11.2%

14.1%

5.1%

._ 7.7%

7.4%

1.3%

1.9%

2.0%

0.3%

0.9%

3.2%

O

85.4%

79.2%

76.5% '

-34'3.2% 8.1% 1,7% 3.8% 75.2%

19.8% 6.2% 2.6% . 1.6% 71.4%

6% 9.5% 6.1% 5.4%, 68.8%

16.0% 2% 9.5% 5.4% 66.3%

19.2% 13.5%23 0.9% 57.1%

24.3% '16.5% 6.8% 1.3% 52.4%

18.3% 17.6% 11:4% 1.3% 52.6%

40r

18.3% 18.0% 11'.1% 0.9% 52.6%

24.7% 15.2% 1.9% 1515% 58.2%

19.6% '22.4% 9.3% 0.6% 48.7% 144*

27.3%, 17.0% 14.2% 7.3% 41.5%.



Table III

Variable'

Very Satisfied. Moderately Sat.

0

0
0,

0,

$.1

a

Neutral

4.1

Moderately t5is.

t.. t+4.
0 . 0
$.1 $.1

a a $4
0a

4J -.4aa u. a
0 .4 0 144
0, ,U) Ch . 0
0, 0) * cn $4

< a

Very Dis.

.1. Overall freedom 66.7% 67.3% 65.7%!27.3% 26.4% 29.5% 4.0% 2.7% 1.0%f 2.0t 3.64 2.9% U.-U% 0:04 1.0%

2. Life apart from work 38.8% 48.2% 42.9; 51.0% 38.2% 46.7% 4.1% 6.4% 3.8% 6.1% 6.4% 5.7%1 0.0% 0.9% 1.0%

3: Job 32.3%- 40.4% 47.2% 47.5% 45.5% 38.7%1 5.1% 4.5% 3.8% 9.1% 7.3% 6.6 %! 6.1% 2.7% 3.8%

4. Relationship with colleagues 26.8% 40.0% 44.8% 46.4% 33.6% 41.0%116.5% 10.9% 5.7% 8.2%11.8% 6,7% 2.1% 3.6% 1.9%

5. Relationship with chairmeri 43.9% 49.5% 51.1 %,27.6% 30.1% 21.1 %,11.2% 7.8% 11.1% 9.2% 7.8% 11.1%, 8.2%4 4.9%( 5.6%

6. Teaching load 21.4% 38.5% 40.6% 37.8% 31.2% 36.8% 22.4% 7.3% 8.5 %15.3% 19.3% 12.3% 3.1% 3.7% 1.9%.

. Opportunities for growth 12.3% 30.0% 34.6%;36.2% 41.8% 41.37:20.2% 8.2% 7.7A 13.8% 15,5% 10.6% 7.4% 4.5% 5.8%

Dept. support for teaching 24.5% 31.2% 33.0%,35.7% 34.9% 40.8%'14.3% 11:9% 12.6% 17.3% 15.6% 11.7%8.2% 6.4% 1.9%
0

. Tenure requirements 13.4% 25.07 41.2% 39.2% 46.3% 36.3% 24.7% 13.0 %' 8.8% 14.4% 8.5% 11.8 %, 8.2% 7.4A% 2.0%

10. Promotion requirements. 7.4% 16.7% 32.0% 42.1% 48.1% 46.0% 18.9% 10.2% 11.01 20.0% 13.9% 10.0%!11.6% 11.1%' 1.0%

11. Quality of students: 11.2% 16.5% 18.0% 43.9% 44.0% 51.4 %.21.4% 11.9% 10.5%417.3% 22;0% 1;6.2% 6.1% 5.5% 3.8%

12. Physical working conditions 21.2% 25.7% 24.5% 27.3% 36.77:40.6% 13.1% 11.0% 7.5% 27.3% 17.4% 23.6% 1 1% 9.2% 3.8%

13. Chairman' -s supervision Q 32.0%\7.5% 36.77126.8% 29.8% 26.7% 14.4% 7.7% 11.1% 14.4% 16.3% 14.4%'12.47 8.7% 11.1%

14. Salary 2.0% 6.4% 20.8% 39.8% 46.4% 49.1% 11.2% 11.8% 6.6% 28.6% 22.7% 17.9%118.47 12.7% 5.7%

4
15. Dept. evaluatioil of work 21.1% 23.8% 16.7% 23:2%-35.2% 25.5% 22.1%15.2% 15.3% 18.9% 11.4% 12.2%0.4.7% 14,3% 10.2%

16. Univ. support for teaching 9.1% 17.4% 15.1% 25.3% 31.2% 40.6% 27.3% 10.1% 17.9% 23.2% 23.9% 19.8%115.2% 17.4 %. 6.6%
'r

17. College evaluation of work .9:2% 17.6% 25.5% 21.8% 31.4% 28.7% 32.2% 21.6% '16.0% 21.8% 13.7% 17.0%,14.97 15.7% 12.87

18. Univ. evaluation of work 8.5% 17.0% 24.1% 23.2% 29.0% 26.4% 32.9% 23.07 24,1% 19.5% 16.0% 14.9% 15.9% 15.0% 10:37

19.- Dept, support for research 11.6% 19:8% 19.4% 27.9% 23.1% 24.7% 26.7% 26.4% 18.3% 17.4% 14071 26.9%,16.3% 12.1% 10.8 %.

20. Univ. support for research OP11.81 13.0% 12.8%120.9% 25.0% 21.3% 27.1% 18.5% 27.71 22.4% 25;0% 23.4%:18.8% 18'5% 14.9%

kNYT -r-1
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Table IV
.

Strongly Agree Agree , ... Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree,

. .

4.4 %._, 4.4

P
o .
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fl il. P $340

. m .

m j.)

. .
. . .4.4 4.4 4-i 4-i W 4-i 4-i

.P
o o

P P
o o

il4
P * P. $34 P14 P14 P14 P140
m .

.
..4 o W 1.) 1.) o 1.) .variable m c..)

,..4

w
,-1

e u
0 4.,

0
.ri

M C.1 M
,
0 M (..)

om m o m m o m m- W , W W WM M P M (0 P (0 Cl) Cl) Cl) Cl) ' Cl)< < Pl . < P14 -.4 -4 .4 44 a. -.4 61. Derive feelings of
achievement from teaching

2.: Given challenging
responsibilities

3. Promotions are
related to research

4. Tenure is

related to research

- 5. Derive feelings of
achievement from service

4
6. Department chairman

appreciates achievements,

7. Chairman is democratic

8., College and university

appreciate achievements

9. Promdtions fair

10. Tenure is related
to teaching

I
11. Promotions are

related to teaching

12. Derive feelings of
achievement from 'research

13. Salaries awarded fairly

14. Merit increases
Ate awarded fairly

32

,

L

.132.37 45,.9% 47:2% 53.5% 42.2% 35.8% 8.1% 8.3% 8.5% 5.1% 3.7% 6.6% 1.0%

-'

26.3% 43.5% 38.5% 50.5% 38.0% 41.3% 11.1% 11.1% 10.6% 8.1% 7.4% 7.7 %I 4.0%

27.1% 31:1% 37.4% 50:0% 42.7% 41.4% 14.6% 16.57, 11.1% 5.2% 8.7% $.1% 3.1%

26.3% 29.17 36.4% 45.37 46.6% 41.4% 18.9% 14.6% 12.1%' 8.4% '8.7% 7.1% 1.1%

30.6% 39.3% 39.2% 30.6% 40.2% 34.3% 24r.57. 13.1% 22.5%110.2% 5..6% 2.9% 4.1%

29.3% 36.9% 48.9% 34.3% 35.9% 20.7%,24.2% 10.7% 12.0% 6.1% 11.7% 10.9% 6.1% 4.9%

OA%

0.0%

1.0%

1.0%

1.9%

0

28.6% 35.9°4,38.0% 33.7% 34.0% 28.3% .7.3% 14.6% 16.3% 10.2% 4.9% .9.8% 10.2% 10.7%

10.4% 19.1% 34.3% 31.3% 41.8% 32.4% 30.2% 14.5% 14.3%i16.7% 17.3% 6.770;11.5% 7.3%

9.4% 12.8% 25.0% 22.9% 35.8% 50.0% 34.4% 26.6% 12.570[22.9% 17.4% 9.6%1 110.4% 7.3%
1 I

1

h

. k
10.3% 16.8% 19.6% 27.8% 41.1% 41.2% 19.6% 16.8% 18.6 %;27.8% 12.1% 13.7 %;14.4 %,13.1%

10.4% 15.7% 20.6% 18.8% 43.5% 47.1% 28.1% 15.7% 11.8%28.1% 12:0% 14.7 %,14.6% 13.0%

16.5% 26.7% 19.6% 42.4% 51.4% 38.0% 25.9% 23.31 25.0% 14.1% 15.1% 16.3%, 1.2% 3.5%

9.2% 12.8% 21.2% 24.5% 37.6°439.47 23.5% 20.2% 15.4% 31.6% 17.4% 19.2% 11.2% 11.9%

6.8% 13.3% 17.9 %!18.2% i6.2%,30.5% 37.5% 21.9% 23.2% 18.2°4,16.2% 16.8% 19.3% 12.4%
,

1

7.6%

7:6%

12.4%

2.9%

6.9%
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Tahle,V: Oactor Analysis

.Factor I -. .- I II , III IV V
...

VI

4
,_Commun

VILI VIII IX allyRelations with chairman .91 .02' '.07 .03 .06 % .07 .05 .02.0-.03 .88Chairman's superyision of dept. .81 .03 .12 . .17 .07 .02 .02 -.00 -.00 .74Chairnan'oe.recognition of achieve., .80 .01, .15 .19 .17 .08 (.03 . -.04 -.06 .77Chairman's authoritarianism .76 :02 .01 .03 .03 .12 \05 .07 -.00 .62Freedoto.:.given to work
h ...-., .57

iRelationship 4ith colle4gues ) .45
-.60
-.13

:22

-12
.07

.19

.18

.12

-.03
.10

.06 .1,9 .y01
. .05'- .02 .06'

.50

.48.

Factor II
.

-7 . .Ygars as a college professor .03 .86 -.02 .04 .06 -.07 .01 - :00 .00 . .78Years worked at present inst. -.00 .83 -.04 .01 -.06 -.01 -.04 -.09 -.00 .72Years since ladt, promotion '. .02 .72 -.02 .06 .01 .08 -.00 .02 -,.05 .70Age -.02 .69 -.00 -.09 -.20 -.05 -.27 .05 -.06 .72Tenure .01 .61 -.02 -..00 -.11 -.04 .00 -.18 .04 ..59Rank -.01 .56 ,.01 -.14 -:01 -.12 .08 -.07 -.01 .73
1 4 '1

Factor III

Dept: support for research .25 .02 .78 .11 .00 -.12 .07 .06 .79Univ. support for research 2,03 .74 .18 .02 .15 .-,03 .21 .10 .75Univ. support fOr.teaching .30 -.06 .49 25 .06 .26 -.09 .12 .04 .60Teaching load .17 -.06 .49 .24 .30 .02 -.02 .11 .06 .55Oppottunities for gc7th .23 -.11 .46 .06 .41 .15 -.03 .14 1.08 .60

Factor IV

CoXlege's evaluation of work .32 .94 .23 .85 .08 .11 -.01 '.14 .03 .95-Univ.. evaluation of work .26 -.00 .80 .10 .16 .20 -.03 .91Dept.'s. evaluation of work .52 -.02
...31

.21 .59 .12 .02 .01 .0 -.02 .75Recognition of achievements' .34 -.00 .26 .42 .23 .26 .06 .12 .07' .63

.Factor V

Feelings of Achieve% from teaching .21 -.03 .02' .01 .72 ;04 .00 .04 .08 .61'Feelings of achieve. from service .10
f

),

-.10 .13 .13 .58 .11' -.02 -.00 -.13 .51

Factor VI
1 .

Promotion is related to -teaching .22 -.06 .17 '.15 -.14 .80 -.06 .16 -.04Tenure'is related to teaching .16- -.06 .14 .12 .17 .78 -.00 .25 -.12 .80

'Factor VII
.

I

Percent'time devoted to research .05 --.06 -.09 .04 -.10 .03 ' '.76 -.07 -.13 .66
' Articles in refereed journals ..17 -.02' -.04 -.05 .08 -.06 .52 1.05 .01 ..45Feelings of achieve. fro research'-.07 .09 .20- .11 .37 .12 -.52 .14 ,11 .58

Factor VIII

ReqUIrements for promotion .1)4 -.08 .23 .20 .07 .24 -.16 .74 ..05 .83Requirements for tenure .09 .27 .17- .09 .21 -.13, .68 -..61 .71
v Fairness of promotions 131 -.10 .34 ..22 .12 .27 .07 .42 , .06 .69

'Factor IX

Tenure'is related to research -.03 .08 -.01 .02 -.06 -.06 .01 .91 .87Promotion is related to research, .00 -.01 .10 -.01 102 -.04 -.10 .02 .80 .72

Eigenvale 12.16 ,4.13 3.12 '2.18 1182 1.61 1.45- 1.20' 1.03of variance 35.3 12.0 9.1 6.3 5.3' 4.7 4%2 3.5 3.0Cumulative % -of variance 35.,3 47.3' 56.4 62.8 68.1, 72.8 77.0' 80.5 83.5 %

.
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Appendix A

Job Satisfaction Sury

*
Section I. Please circle the response which, best describes your satisfaction with

the ftellow+ng issues.

Very Moderately Moderately Very 'pot
Satisfied 'Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Applicable

A. ,B. C. E. '
, F.

1. How satisfied are you with your job?
A. B. C. . D. E. - . F.

.
2. How,satisfied are you with your everyday life, apart from work?

A. B. C. D. E. F.
3. HOw satisfied are you with your-salary?

, .

A. B. , C. D. F.
4. How satisfied are you with your teaching load?

A. B. C. D. E. F.
5. How satisfied are you with the quality,of the students enrolled in your classes?

a A. B. C. D. E. F.
6. "How satisfied are you with your relationship with your colleagues?

A. ,B. . C. - D.
. E. F.

7. How satisfied are you with the qupport4your department provides for your teaching?
A. . B.

.
C. D.

,

8. How satisfied tare you with the support'your university provides for your teaching?
A. B. , C. D. E. F..

9. How satisfied are you with the, support your department provides for your research?
A. B. C. . D. E. F.

10. 'How satisfied are ydu with the support your university provides for your research?
A. . B. , C. D. , E. -

11. How satisfied ate you with'the way in which your work is evaluated by your
department at the end of ,each'year?

.
*

A. B. C. - D. E. % F.
'12. How satisfied and you with the way in which \your work is.evaluated by your

college at the end of eachyear? ,./ - ,

.A. B. C. . D
,

E. ' F.o
13. How satisfied are you with the way in,whichyour work is evaluated by your

university at the end of each year?
A. B., C. D. -E. . F.

14. How satisfied are you.'"with the way/'your chairnan supervises your department?
A. B. C. D. E. F.

P:
d,

15. How satisfied are you with ysfur relationship with your department chairman?
' ..

A.
13- C.-,' -4- F.

16. How satisfied are you' with the oirerall freedom you are given 'to do your work? '

A. B. - C. ;.D. E. F.
17: How satisfied are you with your institution's requirements for tenure?

. .A. B. C. D. E. F. .:

18. How satisfied are you with yoUr institution's requirements fin' promotion?
A. B. C. , D. E. . F..

19. How 'satisfied are You with your department's physical working conditions?
,A. B. ', C. D. E. F.

20. How satisfied are your With your opportunitiesrfot professional growth_and
,.development?

A. 74 B.
.649,

D. '''..V*4 E. F.ki t, t
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Section II. Please circle ,the iesponse'which best expresses your agreement or
disagreement with the following,statementa.

'

Strongly
Agree

A.

1

3''Strongly Not
Agree Neutral Disagree :- Disagree Applicable

B. ' . _ C. 4 D. E. F.

1. I am assigned-challenging responsibilities.
A. ' B. C. D./ . E.

2. I have a real feeling, of achievement from my teaching:
A. B. C. D. : . E.

3. I have a real feeling. of achievement from myoresearah.
A. B. C. D.

.
4. I have a real feelidg of achievement from my service.,0

F.

F.

A. - B. C. D:,.. E. ,.' F.
5. My department chairman appreciates and recognizes myachievements.

A. B. C. D. E. F.
6. My college and university administrators appreciate and recognize my achievements.

A. B. . C. D. E. F.

7. 'Salaries and other be'nefits here a e distributed fairly

A. ' B. C. J D. . E. F.
..,

8. .Promotions here are awarded fair

I. ,B. . C. . D. E.

9. Tenure is, related ib,`teaching at this institution.
A. B. C. ....D.. ' E.

10. .Tenure is related to research at this institution.
51 . A. B. C. D. E.

relate to teaching at this-institution.
B. C. -. D. E.

related to research at this institution.
B. C D. E.........-,N

democratic as opposed to autocratic.

)K.N\11. Promotions are

.

A.

12. Promotions are
A.

13. My chairman' is

F.

F.

F.

A. B. C. . D. E. - F.
14. This institution awards special merit increases in a fair and equitable manner.

A. B. C. i D. E.

Section III. We would appreciat your hdlp in supplyingins with the following
additional inform ion,

,l. What is your sex?

,-2. What is your race?

3. What is your age?

65 r

A. Male B. Yemble
7

4. What is your highest academicAggree?.
A. B.A./P.S./B.J. B. M.A. /M.S. /M.J. C. PhD. D. Other

5. Do you `_have tenure? A. Yes B. No

6., What is your academic rank? .

A.' Assistant B. !Associate C. Full Professor D. Otheq



S Sr
7. How many classes do you teach during a typical term?

8. Approximately what percentage of your time is devoted to research?

9. Approximately whit percentage of your time is devoted to administrative duties?

10. About how many hours do you work during a-typical week?

11. About how many students are enrolled in your department?

12. What is the highest academic degree offered by your department?
. A. B.A. B. M.A. - C. Ph.D. Other

dr.

13. How many years of'professional media experience do you have

14. How many years have you worked as a'college professor?

15. How many years have you worked at your current institution?

16. About how many years have pasted since your last academic prom ion?

17: How many professional organizations do you belong to?

18. In how many. of those professional organizations do-you now hold some office?'
A

19. How many articles have you published during the last five years? I

20. How many of those articles have been published in national referreed journals,
such as Journalism Quarterly?

21.. What is your primary-career goal?
A. Teaching' B. Reseatch C. Administration D. ,Other

22. Do you think university professors should be given merit increases for outstanding
work? A. Yes B. No

23. Does your institution give faculty members merit increases for outstanding work?'
A. Yes B. No

24. oDuring,the past five years, how many merit increases 'have you received?

25. What is the single major area in which you teach (history, law, photography, etc,),?'

26. What is your current nine-month salary?
A. Less Chan $9,999 F. $30,000 to $34,999
B. $10,000'to $14,999 c.-435,490 to $39,999
C. $15,000 to $19,999 IL $40,000 to $44,999
D. $20,000 to $24,999 I: $45,000 to $49,999
E. $25,000 to $29,999 J. $50,000 or more

. Your help 'is greatly appreciated. Please return this questionnaire to Fred Fedler,
Department of Communication, University of Central Floriaa,(Orlando, Fla. 32816.

Pa
1")""1
a., 1,

t
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